course, dollar balances held by non-residents go up and claims on our
gold are increased. As liquidity is created in this country and the availability of money is improved it now flows freely over national boundaries into other countries.
Foreign demand, consequently, has a double barreled effect—the
demand itself works toward higher rates, and the outflow of funds
induces the Federal Reserve to keep rates firm as a preventive measure.
Fiscal policy must also be sensitive to world response, but we
do not as yet appear to have achieved the determination required for
balancing our outgo against our income. That we will avoid recurring
deficits in the Federal budget is, I fear, hoping for too much.
What of the domestic factors of supply and demand ? The biggest
absorbant of money in the eight years since the distortions caused by
the Korean conflict came to an end was residential mortgages. At least
$10 billion and sometimes as much as $19 billion have flowed into
mortgages annually. Other uses of long-term funds have been borrowings for capital expenditures of corporations and flotation of debt by
State and local governments. The Federal government has studiously
avoided long-term borrowing and can hardly be considered as a direct
factor in the long market.
The outlook for demand for mortgage money is reasonably strong
over the next decade, especially as our growing population reaches
the marrying age.
Business concerns, which have raised from $6 to $10 billion per
year in the long-term market, will continue to require some such figure
in spite of the cash flow related to acceleration of depreciation and
rather conservative dividend policies. The Revenue Act of 1962 permits businesses to deduct 7% of the cost of newly acquired machinery
and equipment from their taxes. These savings represent money which
will not have to be borrowed. Cash flow will be further increased by
the recent revision of Treasury regulations governing depreciation. At
the same time, more billions will be raised for expansion and for muchneeded equipment to cut costs in the face of constantly rising wages.
States, counties, cities and towns, accompanied by the burgeoning
authorities of various kinds, will be steady customers of those who have
money to lend and there can be little doubt that they will need more
and more for schools, roads, water and sewer construction, electric
15

The dictionary defines "terminology" as "nomenclature—the
system of terms used in a specific field of business, art, science and
the like."
In that sense, I suppose we use very little special terminology—
in my opinion the less the better in our promotion of this activity,
since it is desirable to use simple language every annuitant will understand. We should try to avoid the use of inappropriate or ambiguous
words or phrases about Gift Annuity Agreements. Nevertheless there
are certain terms that ought to be in common usage by all organizations
engaged in this activity which mean the same thing to all of us. May
we consider a few.
I.—The Product Itself:
That would seem to be a good place to begin. We read in printed
material and hear it referred to by various terms, such as "Annuity
Bonds"; "Gift Contracts"; "Bonds of Blessings"; "Gift Investments";
etc. Many of the inquirers who respond to our advertising ask for
information concerning our "Insurance plan". Well, certainly it is not
'insurance' in the general meaning of that term. I suppose there is a
sense in which some of these other terms might partially describe it.
The Certificate of Authority issued by the State of New York Insurance Department permitting an organization to engage in this activity
describes it this way:
". . . is hereby granted a special permit authorizing such corporation to receive gifts of money conditioned upon, or in return for, its
agreement to pay an annuity to the donor, or his nominee, and to
make and carry out such annuity agreement within this State as specified
in Section 45 of the New York Insurance Law." "Gift Annuity Agreement" therefore seems to be the term which most aptly and accurately
describes it. Unless there is some legal limitation in any given State
or restriction in the corporate charter of an organization which would
prevent doing so, it would seem wise to follow the suggestion made
at previous Conferences and refer to the product as "Gift Annuity
Agreement", so that there is no confusion as to just what we are
promoting.
II.—Promotion of the Product:
In a broad sense "terminology" could be expanded to include the
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language and form of correspondence and other material sent to annuitants or potential annuitants.
We endeavor to make our replies to inquiries from prospective
annuitants in as simple, non-technical language as possible, that the
prospect will readily understand. At the same time such correspondence
is prepared in anticipation of probable referral to an attorney or certified public accountant. It is therefore desirable to try and use with
accuracy and precision such terminology as is found in our State and
Federal gift, income, inheritance and estate tax laws as may be relevant
and necessary for a proper response to the inquiry. This is not easy
to do, and the problem can most successfully be resolved wherever
possible by having the attorney or C.P.A. get in direct touch with the
organization when the more technical terminology not always clear to
a potential annuitant, may be used to describe all that is involved in
the transaction, especially tax-wise.
Organizations offering both immediate and deferred Gift Annuity
Agreements, and also Life-Income Agreements, may, under some circumstances find a life-income agreement to be more beneficial both to
the organization and the donor. While the terminology of gift annuity
agreements and life income agreements is similar, the tax consequences
are substantially different in several important respects. When discussing both types of agreements with a prospective donor, care ,needs
to be exercised to distinguish clearly between remarks referring to the
gift annuity agreements on the one hand and life income agreements
on the other.
Those organizations which carry on their annuity program under
the Certificate of Authority issued by the New York State Insurance
Department have the benefit of periodic examinations by representatives of the Insurance Department. These examinations usually cover
all that is involved in conducting this activity, including the content
of advertising, printed material used to promote the program, and
letters written to annuitants and potential annuitants. In one of the
examinations made in recent years, a number of suggestions were
made concerning this promotional material which had been in use
with good success for a number of years. Inasmuch as I have read
similar phrases and terms in the material of other organizations, and
as it is related to this broader concept of "terminology" in promotional
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We proceeded to comply with the suggestions made as a result
of this examination, even though I must confess I viewed with some
consternation the possible effect the deletion of the "superlatives"
would have on the annuity promotion program. However, I am glad
to report no adverse effects, in fact the years which have elapsed since
have been the most successful of our annuity history.
III.—Administration of the Product:
For clarity of future correspondence it is desirable that each Gift
Annuity Agreement, besides clearly spelling out the terms of payment,
also bear a date and an identification number in a prominent location.
Either simultaneously with the sending of the Gift Annuity Agreement
to the annuitant, or as soon after as possible, the annuitant should be
supplied, either by letter, or by information form, with all the income
tax information needed for reporting the taxable portion of the annual
annuity payments for federal income tax purposes, together with the
amount of the charitable contribution deductible in the first year only.
While it may be helpful to annuitants to include in this tax information the precise page and section of the Federal income tax return
where the income is to be reported, and where the charitable deduction
is to be entered; care should be exercised that such information is kept
in step with changes made in the format of the Federal income tax
return.
In correspondence with annuitants and particularly in the tax
letter or tax information form, it is desirable to adopt standard sentences
and paragraphs that state the facts clearly and that annuitants may
understand, making changes only to the extent necessary in any given
instance. Form letters accomplish this and save time as well; however,
they lack the personal touch of an individually prepared letter utilizing
standardized language which is the method my organization prefers
to use.
Conclusion
Some of you may know that the Howell Advertising Agency of
Elmira, New York recently completed an extensive survey in which
a number of organizations represented here this morning, participated.
Mr. Everts Howell, the President of the Agency, very generously has
given me permission to use any portion of the survey in this presenta26

STATE REGULATION OF GIFT ANNUITY FUNDS
MR. JAMES A. COUSINS, C.P.A.
Society for the Propagation of the Faith, and Pace Institute
In order to save time I will confine my remarks to the period
from the Tenth Conference in 1959 up until the present time. For
those of you that are attending your first Conference, I recommend
that you read Dr. Gilbert Darlington's article which is published in
the booklet on the Tenth Conference. Dr. Darlington reviewed the
history of the Committee on Gift Annuities from its start in March
of 1927 until 1959.
In order to obtain the latest infomation for you, I sent a questionnaire to the Insurance Departments of fifty-two states and also to the
Canal Zone, the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico. I received
answers from forty-five Departments. These answers may be summarized as follows: Twenty-seven Departments informed me that their
states did not have any laws or regulations concerning the issuance of
Gift Annuities. Fifteen states, however, stated that although they did
not have specific laws covering the issuance of Gift Annuities, they
felt that the Annuities could not be issued unless the organization
complied with the general Insurance Laws of the state. These states
are as follows:
ARIZONA
DELAWARE
HAWAII
ILLINOIS
KENTUCKY

OKLAHOMA
LOUISIANA
MARYLAND
OREGON
PUERTO RICO

UTAH
NORTH DAKOTA
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WYOMING

Only three states have specific laws covering the issuance of Gift
Annuities. Two of these states you are already familiar with—California
and New York. The third is a newcomer—Wisconsin. In the case
of New York, Mr. Charles C. Dubuar wrote to me under the date of
August 14th. He stated:
1. "I presume that you already know that the maximum interest
2% for Individual and Group Annuity
rate was increased from 3 to 31/
Contracts issued on or after January 1st, 1960, by authorized Life Insurance Companies, and the same situation is applicable to Gift Annuity
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enclosed a copy of Sections 11,520 to 11,524 of the California Insurance Code. He reviewed these Sections in his letter. Since these Sections
were published in the booklet on the Tenth Conference, I will not
comment on them.
In the case of the third State, Wisconsin, I received a letter
dated August 6th from H. T. Walberg, Actuary. He stated: "In response
to your letter of July 27th, we wish to say that Chapter 90 of the
Wisconsin Laws of 1961 constitutes the only legislation on the question
of Donor Annuities in this State. Bill #373 S was passed without
amendment and became effective May 28, 1961. A copy of the Bill
is enclosed. It is our impression that the organziations which take
advantage of this legislation already have corporate authority to accept
gifts. As we do not supervise these organizations, we have not investigated that feature. For the same reason we do not know which organizations may be following the provisions of the Act. Prior to May,
1961, we had no legislation that clearly permitted or clearly precluded
the operation of a Donor Annuity program. We believe that some
such plans were in operation, but it was not felt that there was a need
as a matter of public policy to curb such beneficial projects."
After a study of Bill #373 S, it is felt that this Bill merely outlines the procedures for issuing Annuity Contracts. It does not require
licensing of the organizations nor does it provide for supervision.
Now the fifteen states which specify that the issuance of Annuity
Contracts comes under the supervision of the general Insurance Laws.
I will comment only on a few. The Insurance Department of the State
of Illinois, in a letter dated August 8th, stated: "In reply to your
inquiry of July 28th, 1962, we may say that there are no specific laws
or regulations in the State of Illinois in regard to Gift Donor Annuities.
Section 733 of Chapter 73 of the Illinois Revised Statutes states it is
unlawful for any Company to enter into a Contract of Insurance as the
Insurer or to transact any insurance business in this state without a
certificate of authority." Please note that the emphasis is on the word
"insurance". The letter continues: "We realize that there are certain
transactions conducted within this state on the premise that the operation does not constitute the transacting of business of insurance. At
the present time the Department has not challenged these transactions,
but this does not preclude the possibility of their being challenged at
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some future date." Apparently, there has been a slight change in attitude since 1959 in Illinois.
The States of Maryland and Oregon have amended their Insurance
Laws to permit Educational Institutions to issue Annuity Contracts.
The State of Oklahoma has a Bill covering Annuity Contracts introduced at the last Session. The Bill failed to pass, and as far as I can
determine, there will be no attempt to resubmit this Bill.
Hawaii, in a letter dated August 14th, stated: "In reply to your
letter of July 27th, we wish to advise you that the laws of this state
do not provide for the licensing or regulation of Gift Annuity Funds.
You may be interested to know that we recently received our first
inquiry on this subject from the Salvation Army which is registered in
this state as a foreign eleemosynary corporation. We have requested
our Attorney General to render an opinion as to whether or not The
Salvation Army would be deemed to be an "insurer" within the definition in our Hawaii Insurance Law, and will be happy to advise you of
his opinion as we receive it." Up to last night, I have not received any
further information from Hawaii.
The State of Washington informed me: "At the present time the
Insurance Statutes of the State of Washington do not have any such
governing provisions concerning Gift Annuities in the category types
to which you have made reference. Since the last Legislative Session
there have been some inquiries in regard to specific type operations
about which you made an inquiry. This was probably more directly
influenced by the growth in the number of homes for retired people
which are being operated under a modified Annuity program and
established through the operations of Religious Organizations. It could,
therefore, very well be that some initial form of legislation in this field
may be considered at the time of the next legislation Session in 1963."
Ten states stated that Variable Annuities are prohibited or that
there are no Variable Annuities being issued in the state. These states
are as follows:
TENNESSEE
NEW YORK
CALIFORNIA
VIRGINIA
OREGON
ILLINOIS
WASHINGTON
PUERTO RICO
LOUISIANA
FLORIDA
If any of the Organizations are considering issuing Variable
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Gift Annuities should be considered from the viewpoint, first, of the
actuarial background, second, the necessary legal provisions to protect
the Annuitants as well as the Organization issuing them, and third,
the requirements for Bookkeeping and Accounting. I have found in
the past that very often, not only in Gift Annuity regulations, but in
many other fields, that due to the misunderstanding of the Accounting
terminology, unnecessary work is forced upon Organizations that must
comply with the Law or regulations.
Again in those States that at the present time have no control
over Gift Annuities, a close watch must be kept on other Organizations such as the Banking Departments. As Gift Annuities guarantee
the payment of a certain sum during the lifetime of an Annuitant, and
as the rates, especially in the higher ages are more than can safely be
earned by current investments, there is good reason why some States
may wish their Insurance Departments to make sure that there is sound
Actuarial and financial experience and correct legal language used in
the rates offered, investments made, and publicity and promotion used.
The Insurance Department of the State has the knowledge and experience to safeguard the public in these matters. The Committee on
Gift Annuities seeks, by self-regulation of its Members, to make Stateregulation unnecessary by the Insurance Department of additional
States, but any attempt by other agencies of the States or Federal
Government should, in my judgment, be vigorously opposed by your
Conunittee. Please keep your Committee informed of any such move.
I might add that my last two sentences have been taken directly
from Dr. Darlington's talk in 1959.
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ACTUARIAL REPORT ON GIFT ANNUITY RATES
MR. CHARLES L. BURRALL, JR.
Consulting Actuary, Huggins & Company, Inc.
It is reasonable to assume that the primary goal in the issuance of
gift annuity agreements by charitable organizations is the securing of
significant amounts of gift money to further the work of those organizations. This is accomplished by way of the gift portions of amounts
turned over as considerations for gift annuity agreements which eventually accrue to the credit of the organization.
It is obvious that gift annuity rates must be computed in a different
manner from annuity rates used by commercial insurance companies
where the goal is rates which will bring some profit to the company
but which will still be competitive with comparable rates of other
similar companies. Let us examine the manner in which a gift annuity
rate is constructed in order to make provision for a gift portion.
There are four primary components that enter into the determination of a gift annuity rate. They are:
1. The rate of mortality among annuitant lives.
2. The rate of interest that can be expected to be earned on
invested reserve funds.
3. The cost of securing and administering gift annuity agreements and funds.
4. The portion of the total consideration turned over under the
agreement that is to constitute a gift to the organization.
The present uniform gift annuity rates, which have been in force
since 1955, are based on the following assumptions with regard to the
four components mentioned above:
1. Rate of mortality-1937 Standard Annuity Table, female lives,
ages rated as one year younger.
2. Rate of interest-3%
3. Expense loading-5% of total consideration
4. Portion of total consideration to be available as a residuum for
the work of the organization-50%
Let us proceed further to examine exactly how a gift annuity rate
is developed, using the four components outlined above. For purposes
of this illustration, we shall assume that a donor aged 65 is turning
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over $1,000 under a single-life gift annuity agreement. Since we are
making provision for an expense loading of 5% of the total consideration, we must take 5% of $1,000; that is, $50 and set it aside, assuming that it will be required, principal and interest, for expenses.
Next, if 50% of the total consideration is to constitute a residuum
for the organization, in our computations we must set aside $500 to
be available when the annuitant dies. However, we can use the interest
earnings on this $500 for purposes of making payments to the annuitant during his lifetime. Therefore, we can assume that we have 3%
of $500 or $15 per year available as the interest earnings on the
eventual residuum. Out of the original $1,000, there finally remains
$450 which may be applied as a single premium, principal and interest,
to provide annual payments during the life of the annuitant.
Using the 1937 Standard Annuity Table with the female age set
back one year, we find that the cost at age 65 of providing a singlelife annuity of $1 per year, payable in semiannual installments, is
$13.01. Since we have $450 to spend to provide the annuity, we divide
$450 by $13.01 and we find that this will provide $35 per year. When
this $35 is added to the $15 of interest earnings on the $500 being held
as a residuum, the result is $50 which on the basis of $1,000 of total
consideration indicates an annuity rate of 5.0%. You will see that this
is the rate appearing in the schedule of uniform rates at age 65.
There is an alternative method of computing this rate which can
constitute a mathematical check on the first computation. Here again,
we would initially set aside the $50 assumed to be required for
expenses. Our next computation would be to determine how much of
the total consideration would need to be set aside as a single premium
reserve to provide paid-up life insurance of $500 which would be
payable to the organization at the death of the annuitant. On the basis
of the 1937 Standard Annuity Table with female ages set back one
year and with interest at the rate of 3%, the amount needed for an
individual at age 65 to provide a paid-up death benefit of $500 is $304.
If we deduct this from the $950 remaining after making provision for
expenses, it means that we have $646 with which to provide a singlelife annuity. If this $646 is divided by the $13.01 annuity cost referred
to in the preceding paragraph, the result is $50 which confirms our
original calculation of a 5.0% annuity rate at age 65.
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It is important to realize here that the balancing item as far as the
charitable organization is concerned is the residuum for the organization. If any item of experience with regard to the first three components
is less favorable to the organization than has been assumed in the calculation of the annuity rate, then the residuum for the organization will
be less than 50%, unless this unfavorable item of experience with
regard to one component has been offset by a favorable item of
experience with relation to another component. For example, if fewer
deaths have occurred among the group of annuitant lives than would
be expected on the basis of the 1937 Standard Annuity Table, female
lives, with ages set back one year, it means that more payments must be
made out of the gift annuity reserve funds than were contemplated in
the determination of the rate. This will automatically mean that the
residuum for the organization will eventually be less than 50% unless
some of these additional payments are recouped by having earned
more interest on the reserve funds than was counted on in the determination of the annuity rate. This will be illustrated in more detail
later in this paper where specific examples will be given of the interplay
of a rate of mortality with different rates of interest.
Let us at this point take a brief historical look at the schedules
of gift annuity rates which have been adopted by earlier Conferences
on Gift Annuities. The following table shows samples of single-life
gift annuity rates recommended by the Committee on Gift Annuities
at conferences at the date indicated, together with the basis of
calculation of each set of rates.
Age

A
4/29/27

B
3/17/31

30
35
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80

5.0%
5.1
5.2
5.4
5.6
5.8
6.2
6.8
7.6
8.7
9.0

4.9%
4.9
5.0
5.2
5.3
5.5
5.8
6.2
6.7
7.3
8.0

C
11/20/34
3.0%
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0
5.3
5.7
6.2
7.0
8.0

*Present rates
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D
10/5/39

E*
10/4/55

2.5%
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
4.5
4.7
5.1
5.5
6.2
7.0

3.0%
3.0
3.5
3.7
3.9
4.2
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.3
7.4

BASIS OF RATES:
A. McClintock Table of Mortality; male lives; interest at 41/2%; 70%
residuum; tabular rates modified at older ages; no expense loading.
B. American Annuitants Table of Mortality; female lives; interest at
41/2%; 70% residuum, tabular rates modified at older ages; no expense loading.
C. Combined Annuity Table; female lives; interest at 4%; 70% residuum, tabular rates modified at younger and older ages; no expense
loading.
D. Combined Annuity Table; female lives with ages rated as two years
younger; interest at 31/2%; 70% residuum; tabular rates modified
at younger and older ages; no expense loading.
E. 1937 Standard Annuity Table; female lives with ages rated as one
year younger; interest at 3%; 50% residuum; tabular rates modified
at younger and older ages; expense loading of 5% of total gift.

The First Conference on Annuities was held on April 29, 1927,
and the rates which were adopted ranged from 5.0% at age 30 to
9.0% at age 76 and over. Apparently, the objective of this first conference was to indicate the highest rates which could possibly be considered
"respectable". Apparently, also, the Committee on Annuities at that
point was not too successful in getting many organizations to adopt
these rates.
A Second Conference on Annuities was held on November 9,
1928 which reaffirmed the rates of the first conference. A Third
Conference on Annuities was held November 17, 1930 at which time
the question of adopting a lower set of rates was considered but no
specific action was taken.
A Fourth Conference was held on March 17, 1931 and a revised
set of uniform rates was recommended which apparently were adopted
by a fair number of organizations. These rates ranged from 4.9% at
age 30 to 8.0% at age 79 and over.
It might be observed that the first two sets of rates were based on
a 41/2% interest assumption, although the 1931 rates were based on a
somewhat lower mortality assumption than those of 1927. The 1931
rates were the official uniform rates for a period of approximately
31/2 years.
At the Fifth Conference, held November 20, 1934, significantly
lower uniform rates were adopted which were based on a 4% interest
assumption and lower assumed mortality and with the tabular rates
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female ages rated as one year younger, with interest at 3% and with a
5% loading for expenses. However, in order to avoid a substantial reduction in rates, the planned percentage of residuum was reduced from
70% to 50%. It will be noted that the rates adopted in 1955 ranged
from 3.0% to a limiting rate of 7.4% which prevailed at age 80 and upward. Therefore, the "more conservative" rates which were adopted in
1955 were actually more favorable to the annuitant at certain ages than
were the 1939 rates, the balancing item being the percentage of
residuum.
Let us examine now the conditions which prevailed in 1959
which led to a reaffirmation of the 1955 rates by the Tenth Conference
on Gift Annuities held December 1-2, 1959. At that conference,
Mr. George A. Huggins presented the results of an extensive study of
gift annuitant mortality experience for the period January 1, 1954
through December 31, 1958. This study was based on data contributed
by 79 organizations and covered 20,678 female lives and 6,602 male
lives who were living on December 31, 1958, a total of 27,280. There
were also included in the studies 4,135 female lives and 1,269 male
lives who died during the five-year period, a total of 5,404. In all,
therefore, the studies included 24,813 female lives and 7,871 male
lives, a total of 32,684.
These mortality studies revealed that during the period studied,
the actual deaths occurring among the total number of gift annuitants
induded in the study were somewhat less than those expected in
accordance with the 1937 Standard Annuity Table, female lives, with
ages set back one year. For the total number of annuitants studied,
there were 5,404 deaths during the five-year period. On the basis of the
mortality assumption used in the determination of the gift annuity
rates, there would have been expected 5,556 deaths, so that the ratio
of actual to expected deaths was less than 100%, being 97.26%.
As a part of the same study, there were applied to the life years
of exposure of gift annuitants during the five-year period, rates of death
in accordance with a more modern mortality table which appeared to
conform somewhat more closely with the actual mortality experience
of the period. This table, the 1955 American Annuity Table, was
published in 1956 and was based on the immediate annuity mortality
experience of commercial insurance companies for the years 1948 to
1953, with the crude rates of death being modified to incorporate the
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using the 1955 American Annuity Table, female lives, we could have
a mortality margin of approximately 8%. The problem then becomes
one of deciding whether there is any source of offsetting the mortality
deficiency arising from our use of the present table and thus operating
on a basis which would provide at least a 50% residuum. Interest
earnings on invested reserves at a rate higher than 3% would provide
such a source. In order to illustrate what might be accomplished along
these lines, we have prepared a table showing at sample ages what
would be the percentages of residuum if we used the present gift
annuity rates, if we had mortality experience in accordance with the
1955 American Annuity Table, female lives, if our expenses amounted
to 5% of the total gift and if we had interest earnings at the alternative
rates of 3%, 31/4% or 31/2%. The results are set forth as follows:
45
50
55
60
65
70
75

3%

31/4%

31/2%

43.57%
43.78
42.48
44.54
44.09
46.93
47.58

56.07%
53.80
50.40
50.81
48.96
50.73
50.49

69.63%
64.53
58.79
57.36
53.99
54.62
53.41

It will be seen that, with mortality and administrative expense
experience as indicated, interest earnings at the rate of 3% will result
in a residuum lower than 50% at each age indicated. Interest earnings
at the rate of 31/4% will result in an average residuum very close to
50% while interest earnings at a rate of 31/2% will probably result in
an average residuum of 55% to 60%. We may conclude, therefore,
that if we can count on interest earnings on our gift annuity reserve
funds of at least 31/4%, it will be possible to continue the use of the
present uniform gift annuity rates and still achieve as a residuum
the 50% goal stated in the basis of these rates.
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pected Return, and is done in the bottom third of the cakulation sheet.
The Annual Annuity on line 2 is $210.00. Refer to Schedule 6. (For
a single life, schedule 5 would be used.) The older age is at the top
and the younger at the side. On page 20 the intersection of M 65 and
F 62 gives the multiple of 23.5. Enter it on line 10. Since this is for
monthly payments, and our contract calls for semiannual payments,
turn to Schedule 7 on page 25 for the adjustment. It will be six months
from the date of the annuity until the first payment, and the payments
will be made semiannually, which gives an adjustment figure of —.2.
Put this figure on line 11, subtract it from 23.5 on line 10, and record
the difference, 23.3 on line 12. Multiplying this figure by the Annual
Annuity of $210.00 (line 2), gives an Expected Return of $4,893.00.
Enter this on line 6 below, and in the right hand column above.
Instruction 5 of the manual tells us to divide the Actuarial Value
of $3,512.46 (line 4) by the Expected Return of $4,893.00 (line 6).
The resulting percentage is the Exclusion Ratio, 71.8% (line 7).
Instruction 6 applies the Exclusion Ratio to the Annual Payment.
In the box at the left on the Calculation Sheet, enter the Annual Annuity payment of $210.00 on line 2. Multiply this by the Exclusion
Ratio (71.8%) and enter the product, $150.78 on line 8. This is
the non-taxable portion of the annuity income. Subtracting $150.78
from $210.00 gives us a difference of $59.22 which we record on
line 9. This is the taxable portion of the income for every year except
the first.
Since there will be only one payment in the first year and two
in each succeeding year, the partial payment must be worked out. The
same Exclusion Ratio is applied to the first year payment of $105.00
(line 2A) to give $75.39 for the first year's excluded income (line
8A and $29.61 for the taxable income for the first year (line 9A).
The purpose of this calculation is, of course, to give the client
information which is needed for his income tax reports. Line 5, Gift
Portion, gives the amount ($1,487.54) which is deductible as a contribution in the year in which the annuity principal is donated. Schedule
B of Form 1040 of the 1961 Federal Income Tax Return, under "Part
III—Pension and Annuity Income" indicates the additional information we must furnish the client. The lines, with the information for
Mr. John Q. Doe, are as follows:
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1. Investment in contract, $3,512.46 (from line 4 of our calculation
sheet).
2. Expected return, $4,893.00 (from line 6)
3. Percentage of income to be excluded (line 1 divided by line 2),
71.8%, (from line 7 of our calculations).
4. Amount received this year, $105.00 for 1962, $210.00 for remainder
of the life of the contact (from lines 2A and 2 of our calculations).
5. Amount excludable (line 4 multiplied by line 3), $75.39 for first
year, $150.78 for all other years (from our calculation lines 8A
and 8).
6. Taxable portion (excess of line 4 over line 5), $29.61 for 1962,
$59.22 for all succeeding years (from lines 9A and 9 of our calculation sheet).

The information we give our client does not change, and so we
need to make the calculations only once.
Our manual gives various illustrations of single- and two-life
calculations, with various types of payments, and with various combinations of male and female ages. The procedures are the same in
each case, and each institution issuing annuities has in the "Tax Implications of an Annuity Gift" all that is necessary to give each
annuitant the information which he needs.
No. 250

GIFT ANNUITY
FEDERAL INCOME TAX CALCULATION
Date of Birth
March 15, 1897
August 12, 1900

Date Issued April 1, 1962
Payable Semiannually
First Annuitant John Q. Doe
Alternate Jane Doe

$210.00
150.78
59.22

Partial Payment Year of 1962
105.00

2A. First yew
annuity payment
8A. Exclusion (7)
71.8% of 2A)
9A. Taxable income
first year

Age
65
62

16.726
1. Value of $1.00
(Refer to Schedule 3
or use reverse side
for two lives)
$210.000
2. Annual annuity
$5,000.00
3. Principal donated
for Annuity
$3,512.46
4. Less actuarial
value (1 x 2)
$1,487.54
5. Gift value
$3,512.46
4. Actuarial value
$4,893.00
6. Expected return
(compute below)
71.8%
7. Exclusion ratio
(4-:-6)

Regular Payment
2. Annual Annuity
8. Exclusion (7)
71.8% of 2
9. Taxable income

Sex

75.39
29.61
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be reported and included as a capital gain subject to the appropriate
tax in the year the exchange was made.
I understand there has been considerable interest and discussion
stimulated by the August, 1962 Ruling. Some informed persons are
of the opinion that under certain circumstances it will probably have
an adverse effect on potential donors interested in making gifts subject to an annuity. Some of the members of this Conference are considering plans which would attempt to "line up" certain Senators to
press for consideration of the subject of capital gains on gift annuities
in the discussions of the amendments and revisions to the present
Federal Income Tax Laws. At this time any amendments or revisions
of the Federal Income Tax Laws appear to have a rather rough road
ahead before final actions are taken.
Pending possible revisions, we should not overlook the advantages still accruing to the prospective donor under the new Ruling. In
the example I have cited the capital gains tax, assuming it to be a
"long-term capital gain", could not exceed 25% of $120 or $30. Ofi
the other hand, if the donor sold the security and purchased a gift
annuity with the proceeds, the capital gains tax under the same assumption would be $125 or about four times as great. It is true, however,
that under the former ruling the payment of the capital gains tax would
have been delayed for many years if it were ever paid in full.
As an accountant and a treasurer, and not one directly involved
in the solicitation of gift annuities, the position taken by Revenue
Ruling 62-136 appears reasonable and logical. Since the gift, i.e. the
excess of the market value of the transferred propetty over the present
value of the annuity payments, is deductible as a contribution in the
year of transfer, it appears reasonable that the gain, i.e. the excess of
the present value of the annuity payments over the cost or adjusted basis
of the transferred property, should also be reported as a taxable capital
gain in the same year.
In closing, we must remember that this Ruling is based on seven
years of study by the Internal Revenue Service and, therefore, it must
be wise and sound.
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The motion was promptly seconded.
A period of discussion followed. The motion was unanimously
adopted.
The rest of the morning session was given over to a series of
presentations related to receiving charitable contributions under "life
income agreement"; in contrast with those received under gift annuity
agreement. At the suggestion of the Tenth Conference, and by subsequent action of the Committee on Gift Annuities, the Committee's field
of interest and responsibility had been broadened to include all manner
and method of life income gifts.
Papers were presented as follows, all appearing elsewhere in full:
"Form of Life Income Agreement"—Lt. Col. G. Blair Abrams,
Staff Consultant, United Presbyterian Foundation;
"Methods of Rate Computation Life Income Agreements"—Mr.
D. Allan Locke, Treasurer, Board of National Missions, The
United Presbyterian Church in U. S. A.;
"Terminology in Promotion and Administration of Life Income
Agreements"—Mr. Frank C. Kemer, Director, Division of Funds
Development, Board of National Missions, The United Presbyterian Church in U. S. A.;
"Tax Aspects of Life Income Agreements"—Mr. George Welch,
Treasurer, Vassar College;
"Capital Gains Under Life Income Agreements"—Dr. Roland
C. Matthies, Vice President and Treasurer, Wittenberg University.
These presentations were all well received and helpful, calling
forth considerable comment and discussion.
The Conference recessed for lunch at 12:00 noon. Prayer at
luncheon was given by Dr. R. Alton Reed, Executive Secretary, Annuity
Board, Southern Baptist Convention. There was no formal program
during this luncheon session.
The afternoon session reconvened at 2:00 p.m.
Two papers were presented on the taxation of gift annuities.
Dr. J. Homer Magee, Associate Secretary, Council on World Service
and Finance, The Methodist Church, using the booklet "Tax Implica83

tions of an Annuity Gift", led the Conference through the process
of computing the Federal Income Tax implications of a representative
two-life gift annuity agreement.
Mr. George W. Renneisen, Treasurer, Board of Christian Education, The United Presbyterian Church in the U. S. A., discussed
the taxation of capital gains incurred through gift annuity contributions.
The papers of both spealcers appear elsewhere.
This was followed by a question and answer period in which a
panel of "experts" moderated by Dr. William K. Newman, Executive
Vice President, The Annuity Fund for Congregational Ministers, made
answer to questions, submitted mostly in advance by registrants to
the Conference but also from the floor. It was reported that nearly
fifty questions had been received. Discussion was lively and fruitful.
Panel members were the following:
Charles L. Burrall, Jr., Gilbert Darlington, J. Homer Magee,
Roland C. Matthies, Chester A. Myrom, Sydney Prerau, and Forrest
Smith.
The Chairman of the Resolutions Committee, Curry B. Hearn,
was then called upon to present the report of the Committee. Mimeographed copies of the report had been distributed earlier in the session.
The report was adopted as submitted. The report of the Resolutions
Committee appears following these Minutes.
Closing prayer was given by the Reverend Bernard S. King,
Treasurer, The Christian and Missionary Alliance.
The Eleventh Conference was declared adjourned at 4:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
CHESTER A. MYROM, SeCretary

REPORT OF THE
RESOLUTIONS COMMITTEE
I. BE IT RESOLVED that the Eleventh Conference on Gift Annuities express its deep appreciation to Mr. Alfred Hauser,
Senior Vice President, Chemical Bank New York Trust Company for his informative and authoritative address, "The LongTerm Trend of Long-Term Interest Rates".
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DELEGATES TO THE ELEVENTH CONFERENCE
Represented by

Organization
Albion College, Albion, Michigan
American Advent Mission Society, Charlotte, North Carolina
American Baptist Convention—Board of
Education and Publication, Valley Forge,
Pennsylvania
American Baptist Foreign Mission Society,
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania
Atnerican Baptist Home Mission Society,
Valley Forge, Pennsylvania
American Baptist Convention—Ministers
and Missionaries Benefit Board, New
York City
American Bible Society, New York City
American Leprosy Missions, Inc., New York
City
American Lutheran Church, Minneapolis,
Minnesota
American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, New York City
American Tract Society, Oradell, New
Jersey
Annuity Fund for Congregational Ministers, New York City
Asbury Theological Seminary, Wilmore,
Kentucky
Assemblies of God—General Council,
Springfield, Missouri
Augsburg College and Theological Seminary, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Baldwin-Wallace College, Berea, Ohio
Baptist Foundation of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Baptist Foundation of Texas, Dallas, Texas
Baptist General Convention of Texas, Dallas, Texas
Baptist Hospital Fund, St. Paul, Minn.
Baptist Mid-Missions, Cleveland, Ohio
Barrington Bible College, Barrington, Rhode
Island
Berkeley Baptist Divinity School, Berkeley,
California
Bethany Biblical Seminary, Chicago, Illinois
Boston University, Boston, Mass.
Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Penna.
Carroll College, Waukesha, Wisconsin
Central Baptist Theological Seminary, Kansas City, Kansas
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Mr. E. H. Babbitt
Mr. Kenneth T. Leist
Mr. Paul C. Carter
Mr. C. Herbert Lindewall
Mr. Forrest Smith
Mr. Walter C. Konrath
Mr. James A. Christison, Jr.
Mr. Albert C. Johnson
Mr. Malcolm R. Cary
Mr. Frank L. Taylor
Mr. Charles W. Baas
Dr. Gilbert Darlington
Rev. A. Paul Wright
Mr. Hans Breitung
Rev. Robert B. Gronlund
Mr. Stanley A. Link
Dr. Henry G. Perry
Dr. Wm. Kincaid Newman
Mrs. Alma K. Quimby
Dr. Harold N. Skidmore
Mr. Wm. E. Savage
Mr. C. W. Ringness
Mr. B. P. Fosse
Mr. Harold Beyer
Dr. Auguie Henry
Mr. George L. Shearin
Mr. Calvin B. Reeves
Dr. G. Horace Wood
Mr. Arthur G. Fetzer
Mr. Charles Peters
Dr. John A. Ramsay
Mr. E. Floyd McDowell
Mr. James P. Berluti
Mr. Paul W. Klug
Mr. Robert D. Steele
Mr. Gordon E. Smith

Organization
Christian Churches (Disciples of Christ)—
Pension Fund, Indianapolis, Indiana
Christian and Missionary Alliance, New
York City
Christian School Educational Foundation,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
Church of the Brethren, Elgin, Illinois
Church of God—Board of Church Extension
and Home Missions, Anderson, Indiana
Church of God—Executive Council, Anderson, Indiana
Church of the Nazarene—General Board,
Kansas City, Missouri
College of the Scriptures, Louisville, Kentucky
Culver-Stockton College, Canton, Missouri
Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire
Denison University, Granville, Ohio
DePauw University, Greencastle, Indiana
Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana
Eastern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Eastern Mennonite College, Harrisonburg,
Virginia
Eastern Nazarene College, Quincy, Mass.
Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania
Evangelical Alliance Mission, Chicago,
Illinois
Evangelical Foundation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Fellowship of Baptists for Home Missions
—Church Buildings Committee, Elyria,
Ohio
Florida Baptist Foundation, Jacksonville,
Florida
Free Methodist Church of North America,
Winona Lake, Indiana
Fuller Theological Seminary, Pasadena,
California
Good News Broadcasting Association, Lincoln, Nebraska
Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter,
Minnesota
Hartwick College, Oneonta, New York
Haverford College, Haverford, Pa.
Haverford College, The Corporation of,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
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Represented by
Dr. Hollis L. Turley
Dr. William Martin Smith
Rev. Bernard S. King
Mr. John O. Carlsen
Mr. John Samson
Mr. Gerald Knol
Mr. Harl L. Russell
Mr. Robert Greiner
Mr. E. F. Adcock
Mr. Ralph W. Phile
Mr. Glenn Falls
Mr. John Stockton
Mr. Tibbs Maxey
Dr. Paul C. Carpenter
Mr. J. Ross Gamble
Mr. Burt T. Hodges
Mr. Calvin K. Prine
Mr. D. W. Smythe
Mr. Jay W. Beede
Mr. John A. Baird, Jr.
Mr. Robert J. Messner
Mr. Samuel Z. Strong
Rev. Stephen W. Nease
Mr. James L. M. Yeingst
Mr. Robert S. Young
Mr. Earl H. Kurtz
Rev. Vernon Mortenson
Dr. David H. Johnson
Dr. Everett S. Graffam

Mr. Harold R. Hill
Mr. Gus Johnson
Rev. Alfred S. Hill
Mr. Richard D. Curley
Mr. Robert F. Sharpe
Mr. R. W. Lawson
Mr. Robert A. Peterson
Mr. Ralph Larsen
Mr. Walter C. Baker
Mr. Wm. Morris Maier

Represented by

Organization
Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois
Nyack Missionary College, Nyack, New
York
Oral Roberts Evangelistic Association, Inc.,
Tulsa, Oklahoma
Orthodox Presbyterian Church—Committees
on Home & Foreign Missions, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Park College, Parkville, Missouri
Pasadena College, Pasadena, California
Philadelphia College of Bible, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
Pocket Testament League, Inc., Englewood,
New Jersey
Pomona College, Claremont, California
Prerau, Sydney, New York City
Presbyterian Church in the U. S.—Board
of Annuities & Relief, Atlanta, Georgia
Presbyterian Church in the United States,
Inc.—Board of Church Extension, Atlanta, Georgia
Presbyterian Church in the U. S.—Board of
World Missions, Nashville, Tennessee
Presbyterian Foundation, Inc. (U. S.), Charlotte, North Carolina
Reformed Church in America, Board of
Pensions, New York City
Rochester Methodist Hospital, Rochester,
Minnesota
St. Lawrence University, Canton, New York
St. Luke's Hospital, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
St. Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota
Salvation Army, Atlanta, Georgia
Salvation Army, New York City
Salvation Army, San Francisco, California
Seventh-Day Adventists—Florida Conference, Orlando, Florida
Seventh-Day Adventists — Greater New
York Conference, Forest Hills, New York
Seventh-Day Adventists—Northern New
England Conference, Portland, Maine
Seventh-Day Adventists—Southeastern
California Association, Arlington, California
Seventh-Day Adventists—Southern New
England Conference Association, South
Lancaster, Massachusetts
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Mr. Lyndon O. Adams
Mr. John F. Norman
Mr. Alban Weber
Mr. Leland R. Harper
Mr. Howard W. Dessinger
Mr. Lewis W. Roberts
Mr. Charles J. Edwards
Mr. Carleton G. Ponsford
Mr. H. Eugene Vickers
Mr. Alfred A. Kunz
Mr. J. Edward Smith
Mr. W. B. Dunseth
Mr. Sydney Prerau
Mr. Horace H. Guerrant
Mr. G. B. Strickler
Mr. Curry B. Hearn
Mr. A. Walton Litz
Dr. Gerard R. Gnade
Rev. R. B. Spurlock
Mr. Duane A. Dittman
Mr. R. A. Saunders
Mr. Virgil T. Foss
Brigadier Wm. T. Pyke
Colonel L. M. Sehl
Major Frank Moody
Mr. J. C. Winter
Brigadier Lawrence Smith
Mr. Frank McMillan
Mr. H. F. Roll
Mr. A. G. Johnson
Mr. C. F. Brooks
Mr. Harold R. Maddox
Mr. F. A. Gregerson
Rev. Vernon E. Kelstrom

Represented by

Organization
Westminster College, New Wilmington,
Pennsylvania
Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois
Whitman College, Walla Walla, Wash.
Wittenberg University, Springfield, Ohio
Word of Life Fellowship Inc., New York
City
World Gospel Mission, Marion, Indiana
World Radio Missionary Fellowship, Quito,
Ecuador
Y.M.C.A. Retirement Fund, New York City
Youth for Christ International, Wheaton,
Illinois
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Mr. Paul Gamble
Mr. H. G. Faulkner
Mr. David L. Roberts
Mr. Warren B. Knox
Dr. Roland C. Matthies
Mr. Fred L. Scharmann
Rev. James T. Garrett
Mr. Clarence W. Jones
Mr. Mauritz Seashore
Mr. Evon Hedley
Mr. James R. Butcher

CONSTITUTION
of the
COMMITTEE ON GIFT ANNUITIES
Article I
The Committee on Gift Annuities, hereinafter referred to as tht
Committee, shall continue the activities of the Committee on Annuities
organized in 1927 as a Sub-Committee on Annuities of the Committee
on Financial and Fiduciary Matters of the Federal Council of the
Churches of Christ in America.
The Committee shall study and recommend the proper range of
rates for gift annuities and the accepted methods of yield computation
for life income agreements.
The Committee shall also study and recommend the form of contracts, the amount and type of reserve funds, and the nomenclature
to be used in describing, advertising and issuing gift annuities and life
income agreements.
The Committee shall ascertain and report as to legislation in the
United States and in the various states regarding gift annuities and
life income agreements, their taxability, et cetera.
The Committee shall call a conference on Gift Annuities at least
once each four years and invite those who contribute to its activities
to attend.
Article II
The membership of the Committee shall consist of not more
than twenty-five persons. These members shall be chosen by a majority
vote of the Committee from important religious, educational, charitable
and other organizations, issuing and experienced in gift annuities
and/or life income agreements. In electing members to the Committee,
the Committee shall secure nominations from the group from which
the proposed member is to be selected, but such member is not the
agent of the group from which he comes, nor does he bind his group
by any decisions reached by the Committee.
As a general rule, only one representative shall be selected from
each group, unless for special reasons an additional member is selected
by the Committee.
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